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**1.1 : WE’RE BACK UPDATE**

- Creation of a system of experiences and tiers: each discovery added or like given gives XP. The tier determines the number of possible additions per day on the platform.
- Addition of a comment system for each discovery

**Bugs fixes / Modifications :**

- Switching from web hosting to a virtual private server, offering many more possibilities
- Help section updated
- Improvement of the permissions system
- The validation of a captcha is now necessary to register
- Loading effect at login time
- Display a small tag next to the member's name showing the member's permission level
- It's only possible to give a like to a discovery other than one's own
- Improvement of the interface for displaying the list of archived bodies

**Known issues :**

- The email service is not yet available. Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any problems at the moment.
1.0: **THE UPDATE**

- Improved display of the profile page preview on Discord/Twitter
- Creation of a log system visible only by the website staff
- The tools accessible by users are now located in the navigation bar, instead of through the profile page.
- Create a disappearing animation for notification messages below the navigation bar

**Bugs fixes / Modifications:**

- Unable to create an account
- It was impossible to delete a screenshot of an existing discovery
- Updating the latest translations